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Ideas for using these cards aside from playing the game:

1. Give your students some cards and have them write Q & A in their notebooks, e.g. “What's in the 
circus?”, “There are two dogs in the circus.

 2. Play two versions of 'hidden card'. Lay several cards faceup on the table and students try to memorize 
the cards before playing. Now collect and shuffle the cards, take one card out (unknown) and lay the 
remainder on the table faceup. 1. S. I know! T. What do you know? S. (I know) there's an alien on the 
bicycle. 2. S. Yes! T. Ask me. S. Is there an alien on the bicycle? T. Yes, there is./No, there isn't.

3. Print out 2 sets of cards and play 'Find the Card' by laying one set of cards face up on the table or 
around the classroom keeping the other set in your hand. Ask questions appropriate to each card e.g. 
“What's in the fishbowl?” or “What's in the jeep?”, students find the cards and answer the question: 
“There's a fish in the fishbowl.” or “There are two aliens in the jeep.” The student who answers correctly 
picks up that card and you lay the redundant card face up on the table or floor and continue. I play a 'no 
touch' game which helps protect your cards from over competitive children.

4. After using the cards, ask the children about things around the classroom and in there homes, e.g. 
“What's on the table?”, “What's in your kitchen?” Etc.

5. Play "KEEP LOOKING"

KEEP LOOKING RULES

 KEEP LOOKING INSTRUCTIONS
Deal 7 cards each, place pack face down. Whenever a match is made, players lay pairs face up on the 
table and read their sentences. The game begins. "Aoi!" "Yes. What are you looking for?" "I'm looking 
for a dog." "There's a dog in the plane." "Here you are." "Thank you." and play passes to the next player. 
Or "Sorry I can't see any dogs." "Keep looking!" The player takes the top card from the pack and play 
passes to the next player. When a player plays out all her cards play continues until it's her turn again and 
the game now ends.  You can keep this player in the game by giving her a bonus card. Any unplayed 
cards may count as minus points.
Note that when playing the game a player can only play one card or make one play and must await his 
turn to play any card taken from the deck. 

Printing:
I usually print backs on my cards and find that using thick inkjet paper, laminating and then cutting is the 
best way to go.

Contains:
68 different game cards
Backs
Rules cards
Cover cards

A ready made set of Keep Looking cards is available from David Lisgo. Please email for details. 
stedefaest@ybb.ne.jp






